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EDITORIAL 
“At Stéarinerie Dubois, we believe that the only way to guarantee a bright future 
for our company is to design and manufacture our products, regardless of their 
final destination, according to principles that respect both the environment and 
Humankind.

Although 2017 unfolded in the context of heightened international competition, 
it also provided us with an opportunity to consolidate our position as France’s 
foremost expert in the production of esters and Europe’s only specialized 
manufacturer of sucroesters. Through innovation, we will continue to offer our 
clients new high-performance ingredients that respect the environment.  
Employee safety and product innovation remain central to our daily concerns.

We are currently engaged in a series of ambitious programs aimed at increasing 
brand transparency and sharing our achievements on the CSR and environmental 
front. We would also like to take this opportunity to renew our commitment to the 
ten principles of the U.N. Global Compact.

This is Stéarinerie Dubois’ very first Communication on Progress - sustainable 
development and corporate responsibility report, and we are delighted to be able 
to share our commitments and achievements with you, our stakeholders. Because 
our progress also depends on you!"

Hervé Gondrand
CEO    
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In June 2017, we signed a partnership 
agreement with the La Flamme Marie-Claire, 
humanitarian initiative. Proceeds from the sale 
of candles have made it possible for thousands 
of young girls to attend school and have 
empowered women. We are proud to support 
the initiative for two reasons: first of all, some 
of the raw materials we use are produced by 
developing countries and the future of those 
countries depends on promoting women’s 
education and secondly, because we are 
committed to recruiting more women in the 
manufacturing sector and it is important to 
encourage them and provide them with the 
training they need for those jobs. 

2017  
IN REVIEW

Partnership

A bubble of comfort

stearinerie-dubois.com

We launched DUB ESTOLINE®, a new 
patented polymer ester, at in-cosmetics 
Global 2018. It is an environmentally friendly 
“bubble of comfort” ingredient inspired 
by nature. Manufactured exclusively from 
castor oil, our new palm-free, film-forming 
ester procures a second skin sensation after 
formulation and provides protection against 
external stress factors, in particular pollution. 
It is produced using green chemistry 
processes and is 100% biodegradable. 

All figures contained in this report are based on 
consolidated financial statements for Stéarinerie Dubois. 

Launch of the new website to 
share our achievements with 
our customers, suppliers and 
employees.

As a member of Cosmetic 
Valley, we decided to share 
our scientific know-how on 
esters by authoring a chapter 
in the business cluster’s new 
book "Matières Premières 
Cosmétiques, ingredients 
sensoriels" (raw materials 
for the cosmetics industry, 
sensory ingredients).

WORK CO-ORDINATED BY  
MICHEL GRISEL AND GÉRALDINE SAVARY.
PUBLLSHED BY ÉDITIONS LAVOISIER  
TEC &DOC.

Castor fruit containing the seeds from 
which the oil is extracted.
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Non-financial rating
by Ecovadis 2017

64 out of 100



A new production unit was 
commissioned in 2016 at 
the Scoury site, in the heart 
of the Parc naturel régional 
de la Brenne. It represented 
an investment of several 
million euros and required 
the deployment of a new 
production team.

The Boulogne Billancourt 
site is dedicated to the 
company’s central services 
including marketing, sales 
and purchasing.

Million Euros
Turnover 2017

 66 

Stéarinerie Dubois was founded nearly two 
centuries ago, as a specialist in the production 
of esters. The company continues to enjoy 
strong growth in France and worldwide thanks 
to its industrial expertise and innovations.  
The company was recently granted Authorized 
Economic Operator status (AEO), which will 
facilitate its deployment as an international 
exporter (Grand Export)(1).

The company develops, produces, and markets 
a comprehensive range of products and 
solutions — primarily added-value esters — for 
industrial clients in all sectors, in particular 
cosmetics, food products and pharmaceuticals, 
while respecting both the environment and 
human life.

Our ambition? To establish ourselves as a 
global leader in technological glycerides for the 
industries we serve.

The company’s tradition of responsibility, family 
shareholder structure, and rules of governance 
guarantee its future prosperity and ensure 
that our values are upheld in day-to-day 
management.

ABOUT US 

1— Autorisation number FRAEOF00164622
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OUR COMMITMENTS
AND CERTIFICATIONS
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PROMOTING
A RESPONSIBLE 
VALUE CHAIN

We are in the complex business of transforming 

raw materials and their derivatives into ingredients, 

primarily high value-added esters, for use in a wide 

range of industrial applications. 

Stéarinerie Dubois 
encourages its partners 
to participate in the RSPO 
(Round Table on Sustainable Palm Oil).

For more about the RSPO: https://www.rspo.org

https://rspo.org


More environmentally 
responsible and 
people-driven 
products and services

For many years now, we have spoken out in 
favor of sustainable palm oil, by joining the 
Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO). 

We are not alone in this initiative - we are 
but one link in the supply chain between 
raw material producers, located primarily in 
Indonesia and Malaysia, and our clients in 
the agri-food, cosmetics, pharmaceutical, 
and industrial sectors. Each and every player 
has a role along the chain, and each is 
responsible for their own activity, depending 
on the weight and influence they exert in 
their respective markets. Our initiatives must 
also take into account a constantly changing 
regulatory framework as well as the French 
government’s on-going agrofuel policy study 
to define its future “national policy on imported 
deforestation”. 

Soybean 
production:  
the primary cause 
of “imported 
deforestation”  
in Europe.(2)

75%
of the palm oil consumed in France 
is used as an agrofuel additive to 
diesel transport fuel.(1)

Promoting a responsible 
value chain

Investing in 
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1— In Europe, the use of palm oil as an additive in transport fuels will be 
phased out progressively between 2018 and 2021, in accordance with 
European directives and a vote by the European Parliament in January 
2018 http://agriculture.gouv.fr/durabilite-de-lhuile-de-palme-et-des-
autres-huiles-vegetales

2— When products consumed in France contain raw materials responsible 
for deforestation at the other end of the planet, we refer to it as “imported 
deforestation”.



> Oil palm is high-yield, low-cost, 
and easy to grow, and it has no viable 
vegetable oil alternative. 

> Oil Palm can be effectively grown on small 
surface areas, providing a source of income 
for small-scale producers and a development 
opportunity for local populations. 

> It is a major source of 
economic growth and export 
revenue for Indonesia and 
Malaysia. 

> The loss of biodiversity resulting 
from the destruction of natural habitats 
and their wildlife.

Palm oil 
and palm oil 
derivatives 
remain a highly 
controversial 
subject.

The spectacular growth in palm oil 
production is linked to three factors 
that are generally considered to be 
positive: 

> Climate change through the clearing 
of primary forests and draining of 
carbon-rich organic soils and peatlands 
(to make way for oil palm plantations) 
that in turn causes a massive increase in 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

On the negative side, 
however, oil palm plantations 
also contribute to:

Promoting a responsible 
value chain
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We firmly believe continuous traceability all 
along the palm oil supply chain is beneficial 
to all. Even if current certification measures 
are far from perfect, at the very minimum, 
they should ensure the implementation 
of good agricultural practices that aim to 
increase the yield of the existing plantations 
without having to expand them. Moreover, 
the certification programs support the  
U.N.’s Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDG’s), by promoting human rights, by 
protecting forests and biodiversity, and by 
facilitating access to education for local 
populations. 

We also encourage our partners to 
contribute to building a more sustainable 
supply chain by joining the RSPO, and 
encourage our clients to switch their 
purchases to RSPO MASS BALANCE-
certified products. 

We do not offer our clients palm oil per 
se, but rather produce and sell derivatives 
synthesized from products that have already 
been processed. 

Our production facililites have been certified 
RSPO MASS BALANCE in compliance 
with the RSPO Supply Chain Certification 
Standard since 2015 and SEGREGATED 
since 2017. Our supply of certified raw 
materials has been growing exponentially, 
as we advance towards our goal of building 
a supply based exclusively on certified palm 
oil derivatives.

We apply the principles of due diligence to 
our suppliers by monitoring their practices 
and their compliance with the principles 
laid down by the RSPO. Our suppliers’ 
have increased their commitment to RSPO 
principals in recent years, and they are now 
incorporating sustainable development 
in their production processes. We are 
also working with our partners to extend 
transparency and traceability compliance to 
mills and plantatations.

Doing our share

Today, we are committed to promoting better 
production management in the existing 
plantations and, as of 2020, to sourcing our palm 
oil derivatives only from those suppliers that 
adhere to the principles set forth in our 
own corporate palm oil policies.

Zero 
deforestation

Protecting 
peatlands

For the good of 
the community

Promoting a responsible 
value chain

Investing in 
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Palm oil is 
the world’s 
most 
widely used 
vegetable 
oil*

It stimulates local economies

1 worker for 20 acres

Indonesia and Malaysia 
supply 

of the world’s 
palm oil

85%

In tons per hectare

Palm

Colza

Sunflower

Soybean 

A highly cost-effective crop

3.8
0.8

0.7

0.5

In millions of tons

Rising global demand

2020

2015

1997

68
63

18

In millions of tons

> No crops in primary forests

> Limited use of pesticides

Its production is becoming sustainable

Annual sustainable production
RSPO-certified

2015

2013

2011

12.9
9.8

5.6

Each palm fruit 
contains

30% - 35% oil

One oil palm tree yields 

40 kg of oil annually

Palm trees are harvested 

every 10 days

*European Palm Oil Alliance Data

Promoting a responsible 
value chain

Investing in 
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A global 
approach
to business 
ethics

In 2016, we formalized a 
Corporate Code of Business 
Ethics that governs our 
employees’ professional 
conduct within the framework 
of their business activities. 

Along with the Code 
of Business Ethics, we 
implemented a “Speak Up” 
alert system, as defined in the 
(French) Sapin 2 law.

A strategy aimed at 
ensuring the quality 
and safety of our 
products

Our teams are constantly working to meet 
our partners’ needs. They are market-focused, 
attentive to market trends, flexible, and fully 
versed in a broad range of technical standards 
such as BPF, ISO 9001, ISO 22000, and others.  
In 2017, we obtained ISO 9001:2015 certification, 
confirming the excellence of our management 
system and client relations. Certification is based 
on compliance with regulatory requirements at 
all levels (products, services, people…). Our plant 
is also FSSC 22000 and ISO 22000-certified for 
its management system and food product safety.

ISO 9001:2015 certification makes it possible 
for us to meet client expectations in the food 
industry where it is critical to guarantee the 
safety and harmlessness of the raw materials 
they use. We committed to REACH from the 
start, by complying with the obligation  
to pre-register all of the raw materials we use. 
We are currently working to bring our substance 
portfolio in line with the REACH regulatory 
framework prior to the 31 May 2018  
compliance deadline.

The ANSM (the French National Agency for 
Drug and Health Product Safety) inspected our 
installations in February 2017 and gave us their 
approval to pursue our activities serving the 
pharmaceutical industry.

A Sustainable 
Procurement Charter

First and foremost, we require our suppliers to 
conduct their business in accordance with the 
highest personal and professional standard of 
ethics, and to comply with the laws, rules, and 
regulations in force in the country or countries 
in which they operate. Furthermore, we ask that 
they participate in promoting internationally 
recognized initiatives such as the RSPO in their 
sector of activity.

Each of our suppliers is required to sign the 
eight-point Sustainable Procurement Charter 
thereby confirming their commitment to 
corporate social, environmental and ethical 
responsibility. Stéarinerie Dubois also factors in 
some of our major suppliers’ own sustainable 
development strategies. 

The fight against corruption is an integral part of 
our Charter.

Promoting a responsible 
value chain

Investing in 
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“Throughout its history and across all of its 
activities, Stéarinerie Dubois has developed 
values grounded in a tradition of respect to 
which I fully subscribe. I would like to carry 
on that mission by building a responsible, 
civic-minded company, one that respects its 
employees, its clients and society as a whole.”

Hervé Gondrand
CEO
and descendant of the 
company’s founder

Communication on Progress 2017 sustainable development  
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INVESTING 
IN HUMAN 
CAPITAL

Stéarinerie Dubois is a major economic and industrial 

player that makes its home in an otherwise rural 

community. Our company pursues a dynamic 

employment policy and attaches great importance  

to ensuring our employees’ professional development 

and employability and to promoting diversity in our 

workforce. Our Human Resources policy is founded 

on a tradition of respect that has guided us since the 

company was founded. 



The company does everything in its power to ensure its employees’ physical 
and moral integrity: safety prevention programs, training, personal and 
collective safety procedures, and protective equipment. Each and every 
employee is considered a valued player in workplace health and safety, 
and all contribute to making our zero-accident goal reality. We provide 
our employees with a safe and risk-free work environment by having 
our installations monitored regularly by accredited safety assessment 
organizations and by ensuring that the proper fire protection measures are 
in place: sprinkler systems, CO2 fire extinctors…

The indicators presented below are for our production plant. As an 
industrial site, it presents many health and safety risks: burns, accidents 
from handling operations… Each accident is carefully analyzed and the 
appropriate corrective measures are taken to reduce the probability of a 
reocurrence. The Boulogne-Billancourt site houses our central services. 
Employees who work there are less exposed to physical accidents. They 
are not, however without risk. Our annual safety week 2018 will focus 
specifically on the issue of road safety.

In 2017, we re-signed the Responsible Care® initiative, the global chemical 
industry’s initiative to improve environmental, health, safety and security 
performance and to communicate with stakeholders about products and 
processes.

Safety first

Our performance regarding health 
and safety in the workplace

2015 2016 2017 Figure of 
the profession(1)

Lost-time injury >24 h 6 2 3 —

Injury frequency rate 63.16 20.41 28.85 24.80

Injury severity rate 
(Number of workdays lost due to temporary 
disability per 1,000 hours worked) 

2.45 1.19 1.00 1.00

Stéarinerie Dubois takes the issue of stress-related and psycho-social risks 
seriously. We take them into account in our HR policies and follow strict 
rules regarding working time during business trips. 

Within the limits imposed by the size of our company and the organization 
of our teams, we treat people with care so that each employee can achieve 
the right balance between their personal and professional life. We signed an 
agreement on teleworking in the first semester 2018.

Promoting a caring approach 
in the workplace 

1— Collective agreement Chemistry, plastic industries 

Absentee rates due 
to illness and work-
related accidents 
(worldwide, excluding 
maternity and extended
sick leave)

2,6%
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Developing 
skills

Training our employees is one of our top 
priorities. We want each of our employees 
to have the skills they need to do their job 
efficiently and also provide them with the 
opportunity for personal and professional 
development.

We provide all employees, whatever their 
level of responsibility, with professional 
training from the moment they join the 
company. Training is tailored to each 
employee’s job requirements and individual 
situation. Training programs are varied, 
flexible and customized: internships,  
on-the-job programs, mentoring…

The choice of training programs is 
formalized in an annual professional 
development plan. Employees at our 
industrial site (in Scoury) all benefit from 
one training program per year.

Within the limits imposed by the size of our company, we offer our 
employees diverse and varied job opportunities and the chance to take 
on new responsibilities throughout their career.

We encourage functional, cross-sector and geographic mobility, 
based on each individual’s particular skills and qualifications, whatever 
their level of responsibility, so that each person may build their own 
career path and develop their talents. Most job availabilities are posted 
internally so that our employees can be among the first to apply for 
a given position. Through an annual progress interview with the staff 
supervisor and regular career interviews, we stay informed of our 
employees’ plans and goals. Together, we chart the course for their 
professional development.

Professional 
development

We implement a fair and competitive compensation policy, based 
on performance recognition. Moreover, our employees participate 
in the company’s development and success through a profit-sharing 
agreement. We have also set up a time savings account for all 
employees.

We make sure that our compensation policy is both internally equitable 
and aligned with market practices. Employee benefits include additional 
healthcare insurance, salary continuance, and pension plans for all.  
We strive to promote a respectful, open, honest, and constructive social 
dialogue between the company and its employees.

Compensation policy 
and social dialogue

2016 2017

Number of 
employees trained

Number of 
hours of training 
provided
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Trust in the men and women who work for us is 
one of Stéarinerie Dubois’ guiding principles. One 
of the ways we express this trust is by showing 
respect for all of our employees and for their 
diversity.

We are committed to implementing actions that 
promote the employment of seniors and disabled 
persons, as well as equality between men and 
women in the workplace.

Whenever possible, we take initiatives in favor 
of disabled employees and encourage them 
to continue working: adapting workstations, 
providing professional retraining and career 
management support…

We are fully committed 
to equal employment 
opportunity and 
compliance with the letter 
and spirit of the full range 
of laws regarding fair 
employment practices 
and non-discrimination. 

Breakdown of the 
workforce by gender
on 12/31/2017

93
mens

50
womens

Taking the diversity of 
the teams into account
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INTEGRATING 
OUR ACTIVITIES 
IN THEIR
ECOSYSTEM

Stéarinerie Dubois’ production unit is located in a 

protected area at the heart of Brenne Regional Nature 

Park. The unit is ISO 14001:2015-certified for its 

environmental management system. This certification 

complements the company’s supply chain certifications 

such as the RSPO Mass balance, SG, COSMOS and 

NATRUE certifications and helps us participate more 

fully in developing an ethical supply chain. The company 

supports all of its projects by continuously investing in its 

industrial facilities. This constitutes genuine added value 

for the company in terms of efficiency and reaction time 

and contributes to improving client relations. 



NaTrue has created an eco-label with three levels of 
certification that comply with a rigorous definition of what 
constitutes natural and organic cosmetics.

COSMOS (COSMetic Organic Standard) is a European 
proprietary, not-for-profit standard developed by the 
association’s five founding members: BDIH (Germany), 
Cosmebio (France), ECOCERT Greenlife SAS (France),  
ICEA (Italy), and Soil Association (the UK).

Their goal is to safeguard the welfare of the environment 
and of people in the cosmetics sector, notably by 
setting out minimum common standards, harmonizing 
certification rules for organic and natural cosmetics, and 
lobbying institutions in the interest of the industry.

COSMOS follows the principles of the ECOCERT standard 
(January 2003 version):
>  Promote the use of ingredients produced  

by organic farming
>  Implement production and transformation processes 

respectful of the environment and human health
> Integrate and develop the concept of “green chemistry”

Certifications that meet 
our clients’ expectations

Our clients’ end customers, in particular in the cosmetics 
industry, demand more natural and more organic products, 
as well as better traceability. Our long-term development 
strategy has made it possible to meet their demands with a 
variety of certifications and product innovations, such as 
DUB ESTOLINE®, our new polymer ester developed over the 
last few years and launched in early 2018(1).

1— Protected by patents FR 2906530 and WO 2008 040864
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Foster an integrated 
environmental 
management 
system

The Scoury site has its own wastewater 
treatment plant. The sludge produced 
by the treatment facility is spread over 
agricultural land after it has been controlled 
and monitored by the National Farmers’ 
Association.

The analyses performed on the sludge and 
the soil enable the farmers to determine the 
nutrient input and to adjust the quantities of 
fertilizer required accordingly.

It is a true circular economy measure that 
proves how deeply rooted the company is in 
the region and its ecosystem.

The Scoury site is an Installation Classified 
for the Protection of the Environment under 
prefectoral authorization (ICPE).

> By taking into account all 
identified environmental risks, 
acting to mitigate them, be it under 
standard operational conditions or 
in emergency situations.

> By communicating with and 
raising the awareness of all of 
our stakeholders.

Managing Operational 
Risks

> By continuously 
improving our environmental 
performance. 

> By monitoring and 
respecting the needs, 
expectations, and 
requirements of all of our 
stakeholders. 

Our Priorities

Reduce our Environmental 
Footprint
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Spotlight on 
our Wastewater 
Treatment Plant

The wastewater treatment plant at our 
Scoury facility was built in 2003 and  
could meet the needs of a city of  
10,000 inhabitants. It uses an innovative, 
high-efficiency submerged membrane 
bioreactor (SMBR) technology.  

The process has many advantages 
compared to conventional biological 
treatment by activated sludge: the facility 
is a more compact and does not require a 
secondary clarifier (no risk of sludge loss) 
and consumes less reactives for phosphorus 
removal. 

The system also allows for a significant 
reduction in carbon and nitrogen pollutants, 
with a near-total elimination of suspended 
solids and more effective bacteria removal.

The wastewater treatment plant is certified 
by the Loire-Brittany Water Agency for 
the Regular Monitoring of Waste. The 
certification is confirmed annually by an 
accredited laboratory that verifies the 
measuring systems and takes samples for 
a comparative analysis. Additionally, an 
accredited laboratory performs quarterly 
sampling and analyses. Sampling is 
performed both upstream and downstream 
from the wastewater discharge into the 
River Creuse to verify that it has not had a 
negative impact on the natural ecosystem. 
Taking into account measurement 
uncertainty, the Chemical Oxygen Demand 
curves (COD) and temperature curves 
overlap. This means that our wastewater 
discharge has no environmental impact on 
the river.

of the handled waters 
are reused on the 
station. 
For the preparation of reactives 
(floculant and whitewash) and 
the cleaning of some equipments 
(draining table).

~ 40%

Discards of our wastewater
treatment plant

In 2016

In 2017

58,300 m3

63,800 m3

36,600 m3

38,600 m3

8,800 mg O2/l

In

In 2017. Authorized out threshold: 300 mg O2/l

CDO 
(chemical oxygen demand)

Out

140 mg O2/l

Volume of effluent
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2017 CSR PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

SOCIAL

EMPLOY-
MENT

Total headcount at 31/12  
(permanent and fixed-term contracts) 135 143 Art. 1-1°-a LA1 SDG 8

Recruitments 16 9 Art. 1-1°-a LA1 SDG 8

Turnover rate 11% 9% — LA1 SDG 8

Distribution of employees by age ND

6% under 25 years 
21% from 25 to 34 years
31% from 35 to 44 ans
30% from 45 to 54 ans
11% 55 years and over

— LA1 SDG 10

HEALTH
AND SAFETY 
AT WORK

Work accidents with work stoppage exceeding 
24 hours 2 3 Art. 1-1°-d LA7 SDG 3

Frequency TF (number of work accidents with  
work stoppage for every million hours worked) 20.41 28.85 Art. 1-1°-d LA7 SDG 3

Severity rate TG (number of days of absence  
due to accidents for every thousand hours worked) 1.19 1 Art. 1-1°-d LA7 SDG 3

Work accident/Occupational disease rate
(AT/MP rate) 1.79 2.2 Art. 1-1°-d LA7 SDG 3

Absence rates  
(except maternity and long illness) 3.90% 2.90% Art. 1-1°-a LA1 SDG 8

SOCIAL

TRAINING 
AND 
EDUCATION

Total number of training hours granted to 
employees (excluding individual training leave 
(CIF) and vocational training contracts)

1,129 920 Art. 1-1°-e LA10 SDG 4

Number of employees trained 109 105 Art. 1-1°-e LA10 SDG 4

DIVERSITY 
AND EQUAL 
OPPORTU-
NITY

Gender equality in the total workforce (M/F) ND 65% / 35% Art. 1-1°-f LA13 SDG 5

Employment rate of disabled persons  
as a ratio of FTE workforce ND 6.56 Art. 1-1°-f LA13 SDG 10

 
ENVIRONMENT

EMISSIONS,
EFFLUENT,
WASTE

Energy consumption (Scoury facility) —
24,789 MWh of gas
6,475 MWh of 
electricity

Art. 1-2°-c EN3 SDG 7

Water consumption (Scoury facility) 37,971 m3 39,030 m3 — EN 8 SDG 6

Total direct or indirect greenhouse gas emis-
sions Regulatory scope 1 and 2 (Scoury facility)

5,116  tons 
of CO2 equivalent

5,237 tons  
of CO2 equivalent Art. 1-2°-c EN15 SDG 13

Quantity of sludge produced (Scoury facility) 405 tons 326 tons Art. 1-2°-d EN8 SDG 6 
and 15

Waste generated on site (Scoury facility) 2,531 tons 2,038 tons Art. 1-2°-b EN23 SDG 12

 

The CSR indicators presented in this document relate to the Stéarinerie Dubois operations in France. The CSR policy is relative to the whole company.  
These indicators are followed with a monthly rhythm and are consolidated. The period retained is the calendar year 2017, from 1 January to 31 December.

Article 225 - Grenelle II Act

Global Reporting Initiative

Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDG)

FIELD INDICATORS 2016 2017        STANDARD FIELD INDICATORS 2016 2017        STANDARD
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